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ANATOLE ON OXFORD.

@HE subjoined article, which is translated from a well-known
Continental journal, is printed in the hope that it may act

as a timely warning to those Shirburnians, who are meditating
a plunge. next October, into the vortex of University life: or,
if it should not succeed in this, that it may at least open their
eyes to the glaring defects in the English system of education,
and cause them to regret that they have been deprived of the
inestimable advantages which fall to the lot of their French
contemporaries. It is hardly necessary to call attention to the
strict veracity of the author's statements. This will be patent
even to those who have but a superficial acquaintance with
University life. Equally superfluous is it to add, that it must
not be inferred, because the author does not refer to the
University of Cambridge in the course of his remarks, that he
has no fault to find with it. Shall we say that it was through
a feeling of delicacy that the older University was chosen, as
being also the less utterly depraved?

There is no doubt, I think, that for some years past
French students have been doing good work. Their societies,
their interference even in politics, the ever-increasing difficulty
of the examinations for the diplomas,or for admission into the
various Schools, all these are a proof to us of a vigorous effort,
an intellectual awakening. And yet, abroad, we are slandered
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by all alike. How many articles have we not read in the
(}erman Press, how many venomous paragraphs (reptil,es) in

the English Press: in which our future doctors, our future
lawyers, our future engineers, are represented as a degenerate
race, that spend their hours of study in one continual round of
jttes, in endless orgies! Here, however, is a short account of
the customs of the world-renown University of Oxford, which,
with its edifying details, will enable us to decide to whom the
palm for moral character should be awarded.

The Oxford students, unlike the French, possess no
freedom of action. They are quartered (caserne) in Colleges,
like soldiers, and are compelled to live a common life, with
rules sometimes vexatious, and Marly always childish. They
must needs rise at a certain hour, and have first to attend a
religious servi..:e. They are forced to wear a costume, consisting
of a stuff gown and a sort of black" schapska" by way of head- .
gear. They are required to dine, five or six times a week, at the
College table, presided over by the Dean and Fellows (agreges),
and to be regularly in their rooms by nine o'clock at night.

If these severe regulations do not commend themselves
to the young men, they seem at least to afford protection to the
honest citizen: but we can easily believe that the students
(ecoliers) have no more pressing occupation than the breaking
of them.

At dawn, while the chapel bell is ringing in deafening
peals, the Oxford undergrarluate springs from his bed, and,
with slippered feet and braces hanging down, goes to show
himself (faire acte de presence), then hastily returns to plunge
0nce more between the sheet'3, his head yet heavy with the
potations of the previous night. .

The" scout" (c1tistre) or College servant, comes to bring
him his breakfast, which he takes in his room, if he does not
goJo a neighbour's, to help to regale the rowers selected to
represent the College in the forthcoming races (regates).
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.At 10 o'clock he occasionally attends lecture to hear a
discourse upon (ecouter une legon sur) the philosophy of
Aristotle, or to note down syllogisms as important as the
following :-

.All men are mortal
Socrat es is a man
... Socrates is mortal.

Every week, in the ordinary course of events, he is
invited to pay a visit to the dean (passer chez le doyen), who
remarks on the fact that our friend has been fined at least five
times for entering the College after hours. He pleads in
excuse .that he has worked till late, and that, consequently, fresh
air was imperatively necessary; and in this way the matter is
l:iatisfactorily settled (l' afJaire se trouve regiee.)

Breakfast over, the next meal is "lunch," which is taken
in one's rooms or in those of a friend, but in haste, as a cricket
match (paTtie ae cTicket) is arranged for the afternoon, and he
h as barely time to put all his flannels (se mettre en flanelle

blanche) while the "drag," with its twenty-two seats, is waiting at
the door. The players return so late that there is only just time
enough left to put on the official dress (toilitte ojJicielle), in
which to seat themselves at the high (1) table beside their tutors
(maftrcs), in the hall adorned with huge fire places, richly
stained-glass windows, and full length portraits of former
pupils who have since become famous.

These love-feasts (agapes) are preceded by a Latin
grace, but, during the course of the meal, should anyone in
the company (convircs) speak three words of Latin or two of
Greek or quote from the Bible, he is " sconced " (est conda11lne

apayer de la biere). .

.A half-pint C) of" ale" is brought: and if he should
succeed in draining this at a draught, before passing it on to
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his neighbours, the head of the table is obliged to at once
provide a second. Alas for English temperance!

After dinner, the men stroll out to play a game at
billiards, and there they naturally stay till late, despite the
warning of the locking-up bell (quoique la cloche sonne le couvre

feu). The police constables (ufficers de police) then go the
rounds of the public-houses (estaminets) and inflict a fine upon
the erring students of ten shillings (12 fr. 50). What matter !
but soon midnight strikes: it is now a matter of expulsion, and
they return in haste. Once inside the College walls, naught
else rE'mains, to put a fitting termination to so well-spent a
day, but to smoke up to a late hour and drink glass upon glass
of 'wisky.'

Such is the every-day life of the Oxford University
man (universitaire), of him who will have it that our young
men are intemperate! No better commentary could be found
upon the utter absurdity of rules and regulations for schoolboys
when once arrived at man's estate.

Dangerous. no doubt, are the temptations which assail
our students, who pass so suddenly from the drudgery of the
lycee to the absolute independence of the various Academies
(facnltes). A few, and these the weaker portion, stumble when
the barriers are thus rudely removed: but we can safely, and,
at the same time, joyfully affirm that the majority pass
honourably through the ordeal, and that, when the first wild
oats ha'/e been sown (la premiere gourmc 1me (ois fetee) our
~oung Frenchmen work vigorously, and without a thought for
those cheap pleasures, whose very abundance creates disgust.
For every evil, liberty, no matter what may be said, is the
best rerriedy, and the frank and open bearing of the French
student is productive of better results than the hypocriby of his
English comrade.-:From the" J01l1'nal Illustre.

RE.A.C.



The Ballade 01 the Hanged

THE BALLADE OF THE HANGED.

(F"01n " Gri'llgoi,'e" by T. Banllille.)

Dangling from huge, far reaching arms,
The wood, where first fair Flora wakes,

Wears chaplets grim of hanging forms,
,vVhich the caress of morning shakes;

This grisly forest in its brakes,
Bears fruit past the imagining

Of Turk or Moor whom God forsakes:
The orchard of Louis the King.

And all these hapless drooping swarms,
Revolving thoughts none else partakes,

Bewildered by the frenzied storms,
Still palpitate and feel their aches;

The rising sun their bodies bakes;
Ye brazen heavens, behold them swing,

V/hen flaming dawn upon them breaks:
The orchard of Louis the King.

These victims of the devil's harms
Summon new mates with voice that quakes,

In the blue sky the sun that warms,
The semblance of a meteor takes;

The dew forms clouds of fleecy flakes,
Each merry songster on the wing,

Its morning meal upon them makes:
The orchard of Louis the King.

Envoi.
Prince! There's a wood its glory takes

From corpses hanging in a ring,
Where whispering foliage shivers and shakes:

, The orchard of Louis the King.

L.N.P.
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CADET CORPS.

Vv'e are glad to be able to say that the Corps still
continues to make good progress, mainly owing to the
unflagging exertions of Capt. Wildman and Sergt-Major Folkes.
Although we found ourselves considerably thrown back at the
beginning of the term, owing to the issue of a new Drill Book
by the War Office, nevertheless, we have succeeded in attain
ing a very fair standard in drill, our exertions last term
enabling us to grasp the new movements much more quickly
than we should otherwise have done. We are also glad to say
that we have come within measurable distance of obtaining
arms; in fact we have already secured 15 Martini-Henri Rifles,
and there is also a prospect of our getting helmets in the not
far distant future. Our uniform has been made still more
splendid by the addition of collar ornaments, and a cap badge,
bearing, to use the words of Lord Macaulay, "the proud
motto Primus in Indis."

On Saturday, Nov. 17th, Morris Tube pratice began in
the bath, where a capital range can be obtained. Since that
time a great number of the Cadets have availed themselves of
the facilities offered for private practice, besides Class Firing,
and have attended regularly at the range. The highest score,
hitherto, has been made by Lance-Corporal Delme-Radcliffe,
who. on one occasion, scored no less than 5 bulls out of 10
shots, the rest being inners, at a distance of 43 yards.

On Tuesday, Dec. IIth, the first march-out took place.
The Company, leaving Sherborne as the advanced Guard of a
Battalion, was ordered to clear the slopes, outside the town, of
an invisible toe. This they managed to do, and successfully
occupied the Town Cricket Ground; after which bloodless
victory they returned to Sherborne.

No less than 27 badges have been awarded to Cadets for
efficiency in drill, and regular attendance during the Term
ending Dec. 17th, 1888.

Mr. Regan has kindly placed his services at the disposal
of the C.C., for the instruction of the Band.
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""

On Feb. 19th the cadet company was inspected by Capt.
and AJjt. Law, in the Drill Hall of the G. Company of the
1st V.B. Dorset Regt.; the cramped space may possibly
account for the fact that the drill was less steady than hitherto.

B. Swanwick has joined the Cadet Corps as an honorary
member.

Promotions to date fram Feb. 8th.
Prav. L-Corporal Thompson to be L-Corporal.
Private Irish to be Prav. L-Corporal.

" Taylor" " "
" Baker" " "

Delmc-Radcliffe

THE GLEE COMPETITION.

This Annual Event came off in the Big Schoolraom on
Saturday, December 15th, the Rev. H. J. Poole kindly
officiating as judge. The competition was of mnre than usual
interest, as the Headmaster has presented a handsome
Challenge-Cup to be awarded yearly to the best House Choir.
The Subject chosen for this year was Mendelssohn'£ "Ye birds
that flit fram tree to tree." The School House Choir was th~

first to appear; their performance was extremely good, and if
the tenor was perhaps a little weak, it is only fair to say that
Fiske, who kindly undertook the part, is really a Bass. Price's
cam~ forward next, and gave an excellent rendering of the
Glee; Turner's voice was especially appreciated, Burro\\s'
singing being also noticeable. Rhoades' next appeared, but did
not please the audience as much as the two former Choirs, the
tenor beingsomewhat flat and the general effect harsh. Wilson's
were the laston the list, but owing to their tenor being very
much out of tune, do not call for any special recommendation;
Holloway's treble however was a redeeming feature. After a
short interval the two first Choirs were in turn recalled to sing
one verse of the Glee again, after which the Rev. H. J. Poole
declared Price's the winners, School House being a very close
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second, Rhoades' third, and Wilson's last. The Challenge ctip
was formally presented by the Headmaster, on January 24th,
to Turner, the head of Price's, in the Big Schoolroom.

CHOIRS:-ScHooL HOUSE. Treble, Devitt, Altos, Bundock,
and Greenstreet, mi., Tenor, Fiske, Bass, Foote; Conductor,
Wybergh.

PRICE'S. Trebles, ,Barry, mat and Harrison, mi., Alto,
Burrows, ma., TelZor, Turner, Bass, Baker; Conductor, Turnbull.

RHOADES'. Trebles, Metcalfe, mi. and Everington, Alto,
Marshall, TelZor, Edwards, Bass, Swanwick, ma.; Conductor,
Cochrane.

Wilson's. Treble, Holloway, ma., .Altos, Fraser, mi., and
Whitford, TelZor, Fenwick, Bass, Clare; Conductor, Hunter, mi.

FOOTBALL.

With the past season began a new era in our football
records, seeing that the old and somewhat plain cap has been
discarded for one which is certainly prettier than its pre
decessor, and more worthy of the representatives of the School.
The colour is' the same as that of the old one, but gold lace has
been substituted for the gold piping, and filigree for the cord
tassel. The cap has a peak, on which are the dates indicating
the years in which the owner was a member of the XV, and
above is the School Shield. The change, we believe, is due to
the suggestion of one of last year's 'caps'; and we can only hope
that the new arrival will be covered with, (if possible), more
glory than its predecessor.

THE SCHOOL v. S. R. BASKETT, ESQ.'S XV.

This match, which resulted in a victory for the School
by a goal and two tries to nil, after an exceedingly good game,
took place on the 6th of February. Baring-Gould won the toss
and elected to play from the east end of the ground: Baskett
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kicked off at 3.20. The first notIceable feature of the game
was a capital dribble by Baring-Gould who took the ball from
close to the School XXV flag halfway down the ground.
After two unsuccessful rushes, headed by Mansfield and
Hodgson, another excellent piece ofplay on our side was shown
by J acob, who carried the ball in, after a run extending over
nearly half the ground, and touched it down in the Scratch
near corner. Fenwick's kick, a difficult one, failed, and Mansfield
started the ball again. The School territory was now pressed,
and grovels took place almost on the goal line, when the ball was
kicked outside behind by Hodgson who almost dropped a goal.
Fenwick kicked out for the School, and nothing noteworthy
occured until the ball was again passed to him by Blackmore,
when he succeeded in carrying it to within the Visitors' XXV,
before he was collared. A good drop by their back relieved
the Scratch Team for the time, but they were eventually forced
to touch down. The next feature in the game was a free kick
by Bradford, given from the plea of off-side on the part of the
School forwards, which however resulted in no material
advantage to the Scratch Team. Nothing else noteworthy
occured, until Coleman got the ball and ran into the School
XXV: this· however was quite n~utralisedby Fenwick who
carried the ball to the half-way flag, and shortly after this half
time was called. On resuming the game Baring-Gould kicked
off, and after some short runs in which Coleman for the visitors
and Dixon for the School were most conspicuous, the School
forwards rushed the ball into the Visitors' XXV, and Poore
managed to score a try. The kick however failed and Mansfield
restarted the ball. Almost immediately after, Baring-Gould
carried the ball back into the scratch XXV, when Deacon
succeeded in obtaining a try, which Delme-Radclifle converted
into a goal. Baskett kicked off, but except runs by House,
Irish and Coleman nothing noticeable occured till the call of
time.

For the School Baring-Gould and Jacob outside, and
Poore and Baker in the grovel were especially noticeable, while
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for the visitors the two Manfields and Hodgson forward, and
House and Gwyn behind showed to advantage.

The teams were as follows:
School :-T. C. Rogerson, back; T. H. Ll. Fenwick,

Jacob and Swanwick, three-quarter-backs: C. S. Baring
Gould (capt.) and H. C. Blackmore, half-backs; R. A. Poore,
C. D. Baker, W. E. Fiske, A. H. Delme-Radcliffe, E. Dixon,
Stanger-Leathes, Irish and Drake, forwards.

S. R. Baskett's Team :-W. B. Clarke, back; W. T.
Anderson, C. Vl. Lyon and S. G. Manfield, three-quarter
backs; J. Gwyn and H. H. House, half-backs; S. R. Baskett,
(capt.) A. Coleman, A. E. Bradford, W. Dodge, G. G.
Matthews, W. D'Aeth, W. H. Manfield, C. H. Hodgson and
Russell-Wright, forwards.

PAST v. PRESENT.

This annual match was played on Satm;"day, Dec. IS.
Baring-Gould won the toss and decided to play down. House
kicked off, but as the ball was not well returned, grovels ensued
in the School XXV. Fenwick relieved with a punt, but Spurway
carried the ball to the School line, and, on being collared,
passed to Jaffry, who secured the first try for the Old Boys
which Bligh just failed to convert. Fenwick dropped out and
Cochrane punted into the School XXV when a series of grovels
occurred in which Broadbent was conspicuous. Fenwick and
Blackmore relieved the School by short runs, but, after a fine
punt by Cochrane, Lit1.lewood rushed through the grovel and
scored the second point for the Old Boys. Bligh again tried
the place kick-a hard one-but was unsuccessful. Fenwick
kicked out, but another good punt by Cochrane took the ball
into the School XXV. After some splendid passing, Mayo
crossed the line, but Deacon successfully mauled him. Ellis
dropped out for the School, and the game continued near the
half-way flag, although Cochrane and Devitt made repeated
attempts to score, but were kept out until half-time was called.
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On changing ends, the game became faster and more
interesting; J affry by a good dribble took the ball into the
School XXV and House and Waldy carried it almost over the
line. Blackmore by a fine run regained some of the lost ground
but the ball was taken back again by Waldy. Baring-Gould
and Deacon dribbled to past half-way, but Mayo, by a splendid
run, counteracted this; Baring-Gould, however, by a most
magnificent run took the ball from a carele3s throw out into the
centre of the ground, and passed to Ellis, who failed to get the
ball. The School were now driven in the loose grovels which
followed, and after some good dribbling by Jaffry and Waldy,
the latter crossed the line, but the point was disallowed on the
plea of offside. The School forwards now drove the Old Boys
back until Mayo made a brilliant run into the School territory
where he was collared by Rogerson who dribbled the ball to
the half-way flag. House next m'ade a good run but the School
headed by Filgate took the ball into the Old. Boys' XXV and
grovels. ensued in which Foote and Fiske were prominent.
Baker and Romer further improved matters for the School, but
Devitt by a good kick sent the ball into the middle of the
ground where it was at the call of time. The School thus
suffered their first defeat this season by two tries to nil, but at
the hands of a strong team.

The play of the Old BOY3 was excellent. The forwards,
one and all, played a splendid game. Of the three-quarters
Cochrane played magnificently throughout; his runs were
exceedingly good and he kicked with great judgment. Devitt
also showed to great advantage.

Of the School forwards Poore, Baker and Deacon were
the pick, while Filgate and Romer played hard all through.
Baring-Gould and Blackmore collared well and passed in good
style. Ellis was distinctly the best of the three-quarters,
gaining a lot of ground by his dodgy runs.

The teams were :-
School :-T. C. Rogerson, back; T. H. Ll. Fenwick, G.

A. Ellis, and Swanwick, three-quarters; C. S. Baring-Gould
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(capt.) and H. C. Blackmore, half-backs; R. A. Poore, C. D.
Baker, A. R. P. H. M. Filgate, H. R. Deacon, A. W. Foote;
\V. E. Fiske, F. Romer, A. H. Delmc-Radcliffe, and W. F.
Hassell, forwards.

a.s. :-W. Elton, back; H. H. W. Mayo, C. A. Cochrane,
and A. Devitt. three-quarters; H. C. Bryant and B. P. Spur
way, half-backs; H. H. House (capt.), A. C.Broadbent, R. W.
\Valdy, N. P. }affrey, W. Bligh, E. J. Nelson, E. S. Chattoc'k,
A. S. Littlewood, and H. L. Taylor, forwards.

CHARACTERS OF THE XV.

C. S. BARING·GoULD. l887-8.-As Captain has given
. universal satisfaction throughout a successful season. An
excellent half-back, quick on the ball. Passes well. A Vf~ry

safe collar. Good at stopping rushes. A fair kick. Is leaving.
Weight, IOst. .

T. H. Ll. FENWICK. r886-7-8.-An excellent three-quarter-
back. Has been of great service to the XV. Possesses great pace
which he uses to advantage. A good collar. Picks up the
ball well, and stops rushes excellently. A good drop and long
distance place kick. Is leaving. Weight, l2st. lolbs.

R. A. POORE. r887-8.-An excellent and showy forward.
Keeps well on the ball. Brilliant at lining out. Shows to
advantage in a tight or loose game. A fair collar. Is leaving.
\Veight, l2St.

G. A. ELLIS. l887-8.-An excellent light centre three
quarter-back, with great dodging powers. Passes with great
discretion. Should practice punting. An uncertain collar.
Has left. Weight, IOst. 4lbs.

T. C. ROGERSON. l887-8.-As back has been of good
service to the XV. Excellent at stopping rushes. A safe collar.
Weight, IOSt. 8lbs.
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C. D. BAKER. l887-8.-An excellent heavy forward.
Good in a tight or loose game. Useful at lining out. Dribbles
well. A fair collar. Weight, l2St. 3Ibs.

A. R. P. H. M. FILGATE. l887-8.-An energetic forward.
Brilliant at lining out. A good drop kick. Should go into the
scrimmage more. Has left. Weight, nst. IIlbs.

H. R. DEACON. l888.-A showy forward. Collars well.
Useful in a tight or loose game. Should take care to keep on
side. Weight, lost. 7lbs.

H. C BLACKMORE. l888.-A quick and active half-back.
Passes with great judgment. A good collar. Punts well.
Weight, IOst. 4lbs.

A. W. FOOTE. l888.-Shews to advantage in a loose
scrimmage. Dribbles and follows up well. Good at lining out.
Should learn to collar Has left. Weight, l2St. 4lbs.

W. E FISKE. l888.-A light, energetic forward. Follows
up well. Goes well into the scrimmage. Is leaving.
Weight, lOst. I rlbs.

F. ROMER. l888.-A hard workirig but slow 'forward,
keeping well on the ball. Is best in a tight game. Is leaving.
Weight. l2st.

I

A. H. DELME-RADCLIFFE. l888.-A useful light forward.
A sure place kick. Is leaving. Weight, lost. 1Olbs.

W. F. HASSELL.-A hard working but not brilliant forward.
Has left. Weight, IISt. 7Ibs.

P. H. MORRES.-As a three-quarter-back, was rather
disappointing. Has good pace but should use it more. Good
collar. Is leaving. Weight, IIst. 2lbs.

Average weight of XV., IISt: 121bs.
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GAMES COMMITTEE.

At a Games Committee meeting, held on Feb. 10th, the
following motion was brought forward; that in Junior House
Matches no boy above Form III A shall hp.nceforth play for
the School House Day Room; proposed by T. H. Ll. Fenwick
Ce), and opposed by C. S. Baring-Gould (a). The proposal was
carried by seven votes to three.

At a Games Committee meeting held on Feb. 20th, the
following motion was brought forward; that in Junior House
Matches the Captain of any House engaged, shall have the
right to be on the ground, and appeal for his Junior XV ;
proposed by T. H. Ll. Fenwick Ce), and carried nem COli.

PAPERCHASES.

The last Paperchase of the Christmas Term was run on
Wednesday, Dec. 12th, the hares being Ellis (c), Clare Ce), and
Martin (d). .The course lay past the Station, up the Slopes,
across the Town Cricket Ground, and through Lover's Grove:
here it branched off to the left, and, after a circuitous route
across some ploughed fields, passed through Haydon, and
straight home through the Park. Stanger-Leathes (d) was the
first hound in, being closely followed by Baker Cc), and Black
more (c), who had each a bag.

Price's gained most marks in this Paperchase, Blanch's
coming next, and Wilson's third.
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The first Paperchase of this Term took place on Wednes
day, Feb. 20th. Hares: Clare (e), Cresswell(c), and Weld (d).
The course lay up the Bristol Road, and after twisting across
some fields, left Pointington on the right, and passed over a
hill to Sandford Orcas. Here the scent, which had been very
bad all along, owing to the high wind, was lost, neither of the
bags being picked up. The hounds, therefore, ran straight
back to Sherborne past the Rifle Butts. Tate (a) was first
in, and was followed after some time by Lutyens (g), and
Stanger-Leathes (d).

The Games Committee subsequently decided that this
Paperchase, owing to the scent being lost, should not count for
the Cup.
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BIOGRAPHICAL FRAGMENTS.

I knew an old man at Vienna,
Whose sole drink had been syrup of Senna,

Ere death closed the strife,
He observed, " all my life

I have suffered the pangs of Gehenna."

There was a young girl at Berlin,
\Vho would say" I don't care a pin ;"

Till one day the point,
Running into a joint,

Pricked the conscience that slumbered within.

In myoId College days there was one Don,
. Who tried to write rhymes upon London;

But he found that the name,
Made the verses go lame,

And was mortally hard to be punned on.

A lawyer, who lived at Madrid,
",Yas so busy, whatever betid,

If you spoke, he said " pooh !
I have too much to do ;"

But you couldn't make out what he did.

There lived an old soldier at Cadiz,
Whose talk was scarce fitted for ladies;

If one said, " don't be rude,"
He replied " You're a prude,

And I will call a spade what a spade is."

Quoth the black lion-tamer at Dresden,
" Do you roar? Me no care vat you sez den ;"

But he soon disa}lpeared,
Leaving nought but his beard,

Which wasfound in the big lioness' den.
R.
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I remain, Sir,
Yours truly,

NEMO.

DEAR MR. EDITOR,

As the time for the Sports is approaching, could not the Games Com
mittee issue cards of invitation with the books sent to our visitors, and reserve
the ground on the two days exclusively for them and the School? This, I
think, would be an improvement on the state of things last year.

Yours,
CONSERVATIVE.

DEAR SIR,

I write to suggest that accounts of the School Football Matches should
be forwarded for insertion in other papers besides the Field, as, for instance,
Pastime; as there are some O.S. who have not the opportunity of seeing the
former paper.

I am, Sir,
Yours very truly,

O.S.

DEAR SIR,

Might I suggest that the Games Committee should obtain, before next
season, some flags for the use of umpires? I am sure everyone would be
thankful for the boon. .

Yours truly,

UMPIRE.

DEAR MR. EDITOR,

Cannot arrangements be made to run the Mile on the Wednesday before
the Sports this year, so that if rain prevents its being run on that day, there
will still be the Thursday to fall back on? There was, I believe, wme talk
about this race being run on the Thursday last year, but, owing to the
weather, nothing came of it.

I beg to subscribe myself,
BETTER LATE THAN NEVER.

DEAR SIR,

Could not a fine be levied on those fellows who put down their names to
run in the Sports, and fail to do so when the day arrives? I am sure if such
a rule were to be made, it would save much time and trouble.

Yours truly,

ATHLETA.

DEAR 1fR. EDITOR,

Could not a board be hung up in the Pavilion bearing the names of those
. O.S. who have got into the 'Varsity XI. or XV.? Hoping that this plan will

meet with the approval of the authorities.
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SCHOOL HONOURS.

C. B. L. Greenstreet, passed first into Woolwich.

H. Cayley, Foundation Scholarship, Trinity College, Cambridge.

H. N. Ferrers, Historical Scholarship, King's College, Cambridge.

J. ~L Bastard, First Casberd Scholarship, St. John's College, Oxford.

O.S. CHRONICLE.

E. W. Bastard, B.A., (b), late Scholar of Wadham College, Oxford
has been appointed to an Assistant-Mastership at Lancing.

The following have recently taken their degrees at Oxford: B. E. Bell

(a). St. John's, E. A. Nepean (a), University, W. A. Newman (a), Trinity.
C. I. Carver (b), has been playing for Kent County.

Mr. Zachary Edwards, O.S., has been re-elected ~layor of Lyme Regis.
The following O.S. were ordained at the Christmas Ordinations:-

Deacolls.-A. J. Galpin, B.A., late Scholar of Trinity College, Oxford, and
Assistant Master at l\larlborough; C. F. Benthall, M.A., Pembroke College,
Cambridge: l'riests.-W. H. Dixon, B.A., late Scholar of Hertford College,

Oxford; W. H. Harper, B.A., University College, Oxford.
Lieut. F. Connop (al, of the Prince of \Vales' (Yorkshire) Regiment

has been appointed Adjutant.
\Ve notice the names of several O.S., in the Sandhurst· passing out'

list: W. C. H. Bunbury (a), 15th with honours, and A. M. S. Elsmie (a), 20th,
also witI' honours; the former has been gazetted to the East Lancashire and
the latter to the Border Regt. A. J. B. Church (h). also passed.

The following O.S., have passed into Sandhurst: H. C. Ainslie (g),

4th, and N. W. Fraser (e), 23rd. F. C. Nisbet (a), also passed.
The subjoined paragraph appeared in the London Gazette of Dec. 25th,

.. Bombay Medical Establishmcnt.-Surgeon Osborne Henry Channer to be
Surgeon-Major." O. H. Channerwasa prominent member of the XI. of 1868

and also of 186g, and holds the School record (4ft. gin.) for the High Jump

under IS.
We quote the following from a daily paper:-
The Principalship of Elizabeth College, Guernsey, which is now vacant,

being in the gift of the Crown, the Directors have decided to recommend for
Her Majesty's approval the Rev.. William Campbell Penney, M.A., late
Scholar of Hertford College, Oxford, to fill the vacancy. ~1r. Penney, who
is under thirty years of age, took his degree in 1886, obtaining a First Class
in Classical Mods., and a Second in Lit. Hum., and is at present an Assistant

Master at Blundell's School, Tiverton.
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We must heartily congratulate H; Cayley (a), on being elected to a
Foundation Scholarship at Trinity College, Cambridge.

We must also congratulate r. M. Bastard (b), on obtaining a First
Casberd Scholarship at St. John's College, Oxford.

C. H. Salisbury, O.S., has been appointed to a Mathematical Mastership
at Felstead.

The following O.S. are rowing in their College Torpids at Oxford :_
University, A. S. Littlewood (d), 7 ; Christ Church 11, C. A. Cochrane (f), 7;

New College 11, C. H. Bardswell (e), bow: H. E. A. Cotton (a), is coxing the
Jesus Torpid ..

The following O.S. have been successful in their College Sports at Cam
bridge: Peterhouse, F. C. Bree-Frink (b), 3rd. 100 yds. race, 2nd, 200 yards
Handicap, 2nd, Putting the Weight, (23ft. 6in.). Emmanuel, C. S. Storrs (a),
2nd, 150 yds. Handicap: A. C. Clapin (a), 2nd, 120 yds. Hurdles.

A. \V. Foote (a), has been playing for Albion (Devonport), and F. A.
Stephens (c), for Kings' Hospital.

SCHOOL NEWS.

We notice with pleasure that H. W. Greene, Esq., who was in temporary
charge of the VIth Form during the Headmaster's illness, has been elected
to an Official Scholarship at Magdalen College, Oxford.

We must heartily congratulate C. B. L. Greenstreet (a), on his passing
direct from School into Woolwich at the heac of the list by nearly 600 marks.
\Ve believe we are right in stating that this is the first occasion on which this
very brilliant success has been gained from Sherborne. E. F. Corbett (e) was

also arr.ong the successful candidates.

\Ve must also offer our best congratulations to H. N. Ferrers (a) on being

awarded an Historical Scholarship at King's College, Cambridge.

The IOsth Concert was not performed at the end of last term, owing to
the death.of J. D. '.Y. Digby, Esq., of Sherborne Castle.

The following have joined our magisterial ranks this term :-C. L.
Barnes, Esq., M.A., F.C.S., late Scholar of Balliol College, Oxford. Rev. G.
G. Coulton, RA.• late Scholar of S1. Catherine's College, Cambridge. F.
G. T. Rowcroft, Esq., RA., Jesus College, Cambridge.

OftheXV., the following left last term: G. A. Ellis (c), A. M. Filgate (c),

A. W. Foote (a), W. F. Hassell (c).

The following members of the Vlth Form left at the end of last term:
C. B. L. Greenstreet (a), R. R Woodhouse (e), R ..H. Duff (d), H. A. Duffett (g).



84 Answers to Correspondents.

The following have been presented with their colours since our last
issue: First XV.. F. Romer (a), A. H. Delme-Radc1iffe (aI, W. F. Hassell (e).
Second XV., T. D. Stanger-Leathes (d), A. L. Jacob (a), E. D. S~anwick{f),

H. J. Irish (f), W. B. Drake (e).

The 106th Concert of the Musical Society will take place on Monday.
April 8th, when Mendelssohn's 42nd Psalm will be performed.

The Three Cock House Match has been fixed for Saturday, March 16th.

The House Matches have been drawn as follows :-Senio,·.-First Round.
Price's 11. Blanch's; Rhoades' 11. Wilson's; \Vhitehead's 11. Wildman's.
Junior~-First Round. Result.-Price's beat School House Day-room;
Rhoades' beat Blanch's; Wilson's, a bye. Second Round.-Wilson's beat
Rhoades'; Price's, a bye. Third Round (final).-\\'ilson's beat Price's. A
full account of these matches will appear in our next.

(a), School House; (b), Whitehead's; (c), Price's; (d), Blanch's; (e),

Wilson's; (j), Rhoades'; (g), Wildman's.

The Editor begs to acknowledge with thanks subscriptions to the Shir
burnian from the following :-Rev. C. C. Tancock, C. G. Tenkins, Esq., C. S.
Storrs, Esq., W. L. Hetherington, Esq., R. T. E. Gilbert, Esq., S. H.
Mitchell, Esq., S. R. Baskett, Esq., W. C. Perry, Esq., H. E. Dickenson,
Esq., C. Lonsdale, Esq., G. H. Bent, Esq., E. S. Chattock, Esq., A. W.
Foote, Esq., R. B. Rogers, Esq., H. B. Carver, Esq., F. T. Lean, Esq., W.

F. Hassell, Esq.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

H.-Not quite up to our standard.

R.H.D.-Declined with thanks.

The Editor begs to acknowledge the receipt of the following
contemporaries :-Fettesian, Forest School Magazine, Alleynian,

Saint Andrew's Collef5e Magazine, Blundellian, Sedberghian, Loretto

nian (2), Blackheathen, UppinKham School Magazine, Aldenhamian,
Horae Scholasticae (2), City of London School Maf!azine, Durham

University Journal (2), Wykehamist, Haileybnrian, The Blue, The
Thistle, Aluredian, Lancing College Magazine, Ousel, Wellingtonian,

Reptonian, PJymothian, Rossallian, Tonbridgian, Malburian (2),
Radleian, Raven, Brighton College Magazine, CIavinian , Felstedian,

Hurst Johnian, Melburnian, Barrovian, Oamaruvian, Carthusian,

South Eastern ColleKe Magazine, University College School Magazine,
Cranbrookian, Ulula, S. Edward's School Chronicle.
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All Lett~rs and Articles intended for publication should
be sent to the EDITOR, School House, Sherborne, Dorset.

The Annual Subscription is 3/3 including postage. The
Shirburnian is published six times in the year, twice each

term.
Subscribers changing their address are requested to com

municate at once with the EDITOR, as otherwise the Shirburnian
cannot possibly be forwarded to them. This applies especially
to subscribers entering or leaving the Universities.

No anonymous contribution will be accepted: but the full
name must be enclosed in a sealed envelope; which will not be
opened if the article be rejected.

If an article is to be continued in successive numbers, the
whole is to be sent in at once.

No contribution will be inserted, which is not the bona fide
production of some one who is, or has been, a member of the
School.

We decline to hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our contributors.

Contributors are requested to write legibly}
and only on OlVE side of the paper.

J. C. SA.WTELL, PlUNTER, SHERllOIlNE.


